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Sixty-two percent of U. S. adults now get news fromsocial mediasources, 

according to a Pew Research  published yesterday. Reddit has the largest 

number of users who say they get their news on the site at 70 percent, 

followed by Facebook users at 66 percent and Twitter at 59 percent. 

The numbers drop off from there, with just 31 percent of Tumblr users and 

19 percent of LinkedIn users saying they get news from those sites. Pew also

found that a majority of people (64 percent) get news on just one social 

media site -- most commonly Facebook. 

The study was conducted from Jan. 12 to Feb. 8, 2016, and surveyed 4, 654 

participants about their online news habits. Many of its questions were 

related to specific platforms and news discovery methods. 

" YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram news users are more likely to get their 

news online mostly by chance, when they are online doing other things," the 

survey found. Reddit, Twitter, and LinkedIn users, however, are more likely 

to seek out news online. 

Facebook has rapidly solidified its status as a news source. Three years 

ago,  found that 47 percent of its users got news from thesocial 

networkingsite, representing approximately 30 percent of the U. S. 

population. 

At its F8 developers conference last month, Facebook introduced an , which 

reduces the load time of articles posted by participating publishers. 

Facebook also curates its own " Trending" section for breaking news, though 

that has been  for prioritizing politically liberal topics. 
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Twitter has also made efforts to boost its news content. It now classifies its 

mobile app in the "" category of the iOS App Store, instead of its previous 

home in the social media category. Since publishers self-identify the 

category in which their app is listed, the move was likely intended to boost 

Twitter's App Store rankings. 
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